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ITEM

POSSIBLE RISK

SAFE PRACTICE TO MITIGATE
RISK

ASSESSED RISK
AFTER SAFE
PRACTICE

Lifting Boxes

Personal Injury‐ high risk of
back injury if lifting above
recommended weights

Pack equipment into 2x boxes both
under 20kg

Minimal

Equipment damage or
breakage

High risk if the equipment is
mistreated or misused

Brief players on how to use the
equipment properly and how to
store correctly

Low

Water Damage

Medium risk in heavy rain
fall. High risk if submerged.

All phasers are to dried off after use
in rainy weather and stored upright
to allow water to drain. All players
are to be told not to drop their
phasers in any body of water.

Minimal

Electrical connections

Electrocution – low risk with
generator power but
possible risk with faulty leads

All leads to be tested & certified to
current legislation and use of 3rd
party power to be via approved
protected outlets only

Minimal

Player Collision

High Risk if players are
unsupervised and if they
have not been briefed on the
games

Ensure all players are supervised at
all times

Minimal

Player tripping or falling
over

Medium

Make all players aware of their
surroundings and ensure they are
supervised at all times

Minimal

Injury from mixing to
wide an age group

Medium risk of injury from
collision on inflatable
battlefield

Allocation of teams to the field is to
be by size and age where ever
possible. Eject any player using their
size to injure or intimidate others

Inflatable Barriers falling,
moving or causing any
other injury

Low. Our inflatable barriers
do not come under any
amusement ride legislation

Ensure all inflatable barriers are tied
down or pegged down when
movement is possible in strong wind.
Players briefed no moving or
jumping over inflatable’s

Injury from Phaser Use

Nil. Infrared beam is totally
harmless

No action is required

Low

All players to be briefed on non‐
physical conduct while on the field.
Patrol the field and expel any player
displaying aggressive behaviour
toward any player

Fighting amongst players

Minimal

Minimal

Nil

Minimal

